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SD#103 Tidying Up a Glorious Mess, Part 2 
 
Psalm 29:11 (NIV) 

“The LORD gives strength to his people; the LORD blesses his people with peace..” 

Reflection Questions: 
 

1) Where do you seek peace? 
 
 
 

2) Do the “messy” areas of your life prevent peace from reigning? 
 
 
 
      3)  How can we equip ourselves with Everlasting Peace? 
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Extended Devotion: 

Peace. Calmness. These are two words that I found myself desperately trying to live 
out over the years. Instead of restful, contemplative living, those years brought 
anxiety, overwhelm, busyness, and a whole lot of mess. Looking back, most of the 
mess was of my own accord. Relying on our strength as we search for missing peace 
and calmness only leads to bigger messes. We drift further away from God’s peace 
and add to the emptiness of our soul.  

Have you ever felt this way? Our fallen nature encourages us to hide our messes 
from the world. Sharing the broken places of our lives is never easy. Sometimes we 
define ourselves by our failures, by the messy areas of our lives. We may even take 
on our messes as our identity. This can come from feeling that we don’t look or live 
like those around us. Our messes do not define our worth. Friends, our appearance 
does not define our worth. This includes both our inward and outward appearance. 
I Samuel 16:7 tells us that God looks at our hearts.  

While our hearts will never attain perfection this side of Heaven, God wants our 
hearts to desire Him. When we begin revealing our messes to God and letting him 
heal those places, we experience His strength. His grace and strength alone are 
sufficient for our darkest and messiest places. How do we start? We start by resting 
in His presence and His purposes. He equips us with enough grace and strength for 
each messy area of our lives. His peace is our blessing. He grants strength at all 
times.  

It can seem comforting to hold onto the mess, keeping it secret. If we don’t 
acknowledge it, we never have to deal with it. This prevents us from knowing God’s 
peace. Opening up the messy areas of our lives is never easy. But God’s strength 
breaks us open before Him so His peace can heal and help us live victoriously.  

Psalm 34:14(NIV) says, “Turn from evil and do good; seek peace and pursue it. When 
we seek peace and pursue it, we will discover we are holily equipped for any of life’s 
messes.  

 Application: 
 
1. If you journal, write out Psalm 29:11. Stick it wherever you want a reminder of 
True peace and strength.   
 
2. Write out at least two struggle areas you feel you’ve claimed as your identity (ex. 
comparison, worry, anger, pride, etc.).  Next to these areas, write out a short prayer 
giving it over to Him.  
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Takeaway: 
God’s strength helps us work out the messy areas and replace them with His peace.  


